Class: Goldsworthy

Term: Autumn 1

Topic: Rhyme, slime and story time

Core Text: Tanka Tanka Skunk

Hand
 To combine paint to make new colours and discover
prime colours
 Combining and mixing media to create malleable
textures
 Design then construct and build from their plan with
a wide range of materials
 Use iPads to create videos and take photographs of
their models, paintings and play.
 English-Write lists: shopping list for the home
corner, materials needed in construction area, etc
 Write instructions and recipes in the digging and
mud kitchen
 Paint and draw self -portraits. Discover shading, and
sketching using different sorts of pencils and
materials.
 Explore the outside area,’ be curious and discover
our environment including plants, birds and animals.

Heart
 Rediscover friendships and relationships and make
new friends with class members.
 Make a child’s charter based upon rules and codes of
behaviour they think are important.
 Become proficient with the new keeping us safe
procedures in school, such as hand washing.
 RE- explore books and stories from other religions.
 English-Respond to events and illustrations in stories.
 Explore characters’ feelings and how we could help
them.
 Share our love of books and talk about favourites.
 Take care of our indoor and outdoor learning
environments
 Explore the impact of litter on our planet and how it
affects us.

Head
Top 5- Vocabulary

Top 5- Facts

Fiction- something that is invented or untrue.

What are the prime colours? Red, yellow and blue
paint can be mixed to make every other colour!

Non- Fiction writing - gives information or

How many? One of my hands has 5 fingers. I don’t
need to count them I can just hold them and say ‘5’

describes real events.

Did you know: A phoneme is oneletter,one sound.
A diagraph is 2 letters making one sound and a
traigraph is 3 letters making one sound!
What is the ‘magic 3’? When writing we need to
use a capital letter at the beginning of the word or
for a name, finger spaces in between the words
and a false stop at the end of or sentence.

Character- A person or animal in a story, play
or film.

Rhyming- words that have the same last
sound

Setting- the place or where an event/ story

What does Altogether mean? the total of two
numbers or groups added together.

takes place.

Core Text

Key People
Everyone can tell a story.
Who is your favourite storyteller?
Can you tell a story?

Key Skills
Hearing and matching rhyming words.
Change rhyme’s endings with silly words.
Listening to poetry and verse, making own rhymes
up.
Segmenting and blending words
Reading and writing captions
Writing sentences and reading work back.
Self- correcting written work.
Writing own rhymes and short stories.
I can form numerals correctly.
I can estimate and predict when problem solving.
I can use a variety of math resources when
problem solving.

